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Premier Brands

Global Scale                 
• 50,000 employees in 50 countries

• $17 billion in annual revenues

• Unparalleled commercial reach

• 10,000 employees working with 
customers every day

The World Leader in Serving Science

Unmatched Depth
• Innovative technologies

• Applications expertise

• Lab productivity partner
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We enable our customers to make the world
healthier, cleaner and safer

A Mission We’re Proud Of
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Product Inspection History  One Brand

1947 Goring Kerr founded

1985 Ramsey Purchased ICORE

1998 Thermo Electron acquires Goring Kerr 

1994 Thermo Electron purchases Ramsey

2000 

2007

2002
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On-Line Inspection Solutions for Food and Pharma
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Top Five Issues Facing the Food Manufacturing Industry

1. Food safety
2. Increased automation including robotics
3. Conflicting requirements
4. Supply chain integration
5. Recruitment and training of skilled workers

• Food production is a $500+ billion industry
• Food production is a high-risk, complex process; mistakes can cause illness or worse
• Inspection of products is security that the products are produced safely
• Inspection is the use of sensors or machines to help ensure food safety and to control 

the variability inherent in such a complex process

E1
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Product Assurance Services & Solutions (PASS)

• What is it? 

• Why do we do it? 

• How do we do it?

• Where is it available?

• How does it work?

• Who are our customers?
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What is PASS?

A cost-effective, rapid-response solution to support
consumer safety and protect your brand when you face 

suspected contamination, quality control or other product defects.   

We are effective in reducing or eliminating customer complaints 
and expensive, damaging product recalls.
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Key Industries Served:

Food and Beverage
Cosmetic
Healthcare
Pharma

Our inspection techniques can be applied to most raw materials or finished products in any 
industry.

Goal: Maximum Product Recovery

What is PASS?
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Detection Capabilities

• Detectable contaminants include
Metal – Ferrous, Non Ferrous & Stainless Steel – (< 1mm detection)
Glass – to ~2mm in size
Plastic (PVC Based)
Rubber
Stone
Bone
Product lumps and clumps

• Detectable manufacturing faults include
Product Voids
Missing Product / Components
Broken / Damaged Product / Packaging
Under fill / Overfill
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The Importance of PASS

To protect quality of life

To enable our customers to sell quality 
products!

Because…
• People aren’t perfect
• Processes aren't perfect
• Machines aren’t perfect
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Sources of Contamination

• Raw material
• Bacteria and germs inherent in material
• Particulates including bones, shells and seeds*

• Process
• Cross contamination from changeover
• Poor sanitation process
• Time (cooking, freezing, holding)

• Machinery
• Parts and pieces*
• Lubricants, fluids or gases
• Incorrect settings (temperature)

• Environmental
• Leak in roof
• Construction*
• Rodents

• People
• Insufficient training*
• Accidental or intentional actions*

*detectable solid contaminants
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Current Locations

• North American Inspection Centers in Barrington, IL (Chicago) & Sunnyvale, CA

• UK and Northern Europe Inspection Center in Rugby, UK

• Southern Europe Inspection Center in Italy

• Or onsite at your location anywhere

Planned expansion throughout North America and Eastern Europe in the coming years.
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PASS - Facilities

• Strategic locations to ensure easy access from all areas of the country.

• Secure, safe storage for products and vehicles is available. 

• Each facility has the latest Thermo Scientific X-ray and metal detection technology and highly skilled personnel.

• High-level hygiene practices and full pest control on site ensure that no cross contamination can occur.

• Regular audits by customers and regulatory bodies of the premises, facilities, procedures and processes ensure that 
PASS conform to the highest safety standards regarding the handling and storage of packaged food products,

• We follow strict procedures for the unpacking, inspection, repacking and storage of food, beverage, healthcare and 
pharma products. We also visually inspect for cosmetic or visible defects.   

Customer confidentiality is strictly enforced!
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History of PASS

 Initiated inspection in the UK in 1983 (detecting kidney stones in canned meat pies)
Request from a customer to find kidney stones and other foreign body contamination in canned meat 
products.

 Set-up dedicated premises in the UK 1986
Set up an approved inspection centre for the x-ray inspection of products for contaminants. Later introduced 
Metal Detection and check weighing as well as repackaging equipment. 

 Establish Italian inspection office 1990

 Chicago inspection centre opened in 1991

 Became ISO Accredited in 1999 
The first inspection company to be granted the ISO accreditation in the UK
Currently holding ISO 9001 : 2008 in the UK and AIB in North America

 Sunnyvale (CA) inspection centre opened in 2014 
Now we are able to service all of the west coast customers more efficiently and cost effectively 

 Now establishing international network of inspection centres
We can inspect product in any one of our centres across the globe, no matter where the problem. 
Thermo Fisher Scientific can assist with in house or on site inspection using any number of systems within 
our portfolio using our PASS program

E2
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Getting Started

• Basic Inquiry Form

• Information Needed
Pack dimensions (for pricing & timing)                         
Product Type (Food & Beverage, Cosmetic…)                                                     
Suspected Contaminant ( Metal, Glass…)     Contact 
Information 

• Building a Picture of Problem
As much info as possible is gathered regarding the 
suspected contamination to help build a picture of the 
problem and allow us to suggest a short-term solution 
(product inspection) and a long term solution (purchase 
of on line equipment).
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Customer Relationships

• Loyalty
Written into crisis manuals for leading manufacturers as the experts in contaminant 
detection.

70% of our business in the UK & the US is repeat business from happy loyal customers.  

Many of our customers use the service on a monthly basis to help assess their 
manufacturing quality.

• Trust
Widely acknowledged as the leading experts in product recovery and product inspection 
and the total solution provider of choice across the globe for inspection services. 

• Cost Effectiveness
We offer a cost-effective alternative to enable customers to avoid expensive disposal and 
re-manufacturing costs. 
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Applications Example

• Food & Beverage
• A major international manufacturer had deliberate contamination issues. Thermo Fisher Scientific inspected over 

2,000 pallets of product allowing the customer to keep selling their products until on line equipment was installed
• Helped a small candy supplier find metal contamination in time for holiday delivery.
• Resolved contamination issue for supplier of ready-to-eat products and helped locate source of contamination at 

the manufacturing facility

• Cosmetics & Healthcare
• A cosmetics company asked us to inspect 500,000+ units at a retail value of $10M with a suspected metal 

contamination problem. We removed not only the suspect units with metal but 1,000+ units for damage to the 
packing and the product inside, thus saving a potential 1,000 customer complaints for poor quality.

• Pharmaceutical
• A leading pharmaceutical manufacturer needed to inspect over 1million blister packs of tablets for a suspected 

contamination issue. We successfully inspected all of the packs, recovered all of the missing pieces of rubber and 
allowed the manufacturer to meet their supplier demands by releasing all of the inspected product.
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Key Points to Remember

• Maximum Product Recovery
We minimize lost production and eliminate costly product disposal

• Confidentiality
The use of the service is never published, ensuring complete discretion at all times 

• Contamination Detection
Whatever the product, Wherever the location 
We can inspect, detect and isolate contaminants and any non conforming product

• Protecting Your Brands
Thermo Fisher Scientific will be your partner in helping make your products safer, healthier,    
cost effective and contaminant free.   
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Questions?



Thank you
Darren Eaton
Direct Tel: 0044 (0)1788 820330
Mobile: 0044 (0)7720537076
darren.eaton@thermofisher.com
sales.pass.us@thermofisher.com
www.thermoscientific.com/pass

Your partner in product and process improvement


